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SECTION 8. 
TARA'S JOURNEYS AROUND THE ZODIAC 

Oracles from: “Tara of the Oracles,  
The Alchemical Twins Face the Fates” 

 
 

 
 

"The Five Taras" 
 
 



1. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ARIADNE 
The Zodiac Portals - The Golden Ball 

“A child shall lead.” 
 
INVOCATION:  I invoke Thee, Ariadne, to guide pilgrims through the Labyrinth of Fate so that Divine 
Consciousness is attained through the spirals of Space and Time. 
 
ORACLE: I could not be your Guide if I had not entered and faced the Labyrinth myself.  So it is with all 
those Deities Who incarnate as humans: Brigid, Isis, Quan Yin, and Osiris, Maitreya, Christ, Krishna.  The 
innate divinity within each being is concealed that it may be discovered, and divinity won through hard 
work, goodness and wisdom. 
 
Those who enter the physical path of spiritual attainment face the hardest ordeal, and therefore are the 
most honoured.  Even failure only means a swift return to the Mothers. 
 
So have good heart!  The sphinx wishes its riddle to be solved: the creator of the Labyrinth plans for its 
paths to be found.  Have courage!  The labyrinth is within My Mind and so is open to all who understand 
and love Me. 
 

2. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS AMATERASU NO KAMI 
The Zodiac Portals - The Choice 

“When the wise man fails the fool finds the way.” 
 
INVOCATION:  Holy Goddess Amaterasu no Kami, may your Sun arise in us, that we may be drawn to 
You Who reigns in highest Heaven. 
 
ORACLE: I am high and I am low.  I am present in all that is, but my presence is concealed as a precious 
jewel in rock.  Those who seek me with vainglory will never find me.  Only the humble in heart, who 
honour the least insect and flower, know me and feel my penetrating ray of Love. 
 
Those who demand My Power for their own use, perish by that very power.  For my rich store concealed 
within the smallest speck of stone can reduce the proud to dust. 
I ignore the liturgies of the cold minded, but I rise in my glory to the simple minded, to children, to 
dreamers.  So I rose from my cave when the earth was darkened, not drawn by invocations of the 
learned, but by laughter at the wild dance of a mad girl, Uzumi. 
 
Heed my words.  You can only restore the polluted skies and waters and earth, not through your science 
but through your own inner goodness. 

 
3. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS TAUR 

Portal of Aries - The Magician 
“Even the Gods obey the Fates.” 

 
INVOCATION:  I invoke Thee, Holy Goddess Taur, Arbiter of the Fates of stars and every creature.  
Guide us on our spiritual path that we may attain the stars. 

ORACLE: Your Fate is written in the palms of your hands, the humble soles of your feet, and locked 
within each cell of your physical bodies!  Your bodies themselves host solar systems of atoms, which in 
their turn contain inner constellations as yet unknown to the learned, but understood by the wise. 
 
You cannot transcend your Fate into some glorious divinity by ignoring, even repressing the innate order 
written into each atom of your bodies.  For your bodies themselves are a fractal of your etheric bodies, 
more solid, more real than the biological vehicles you set such store by.  And these bodies are but an 



expression of greater luminous beings, which extend through the spirals of space: infinite, eternal, yet 
original in every minute particular. 
 
Divine Law gives you freedom of choice.  When you do evil it is like stroking a cat’s fur the wrong way to 
annoy her!  Evil is transient, stupid, a shadow.  Good is written into the Philosopher’s Stone of Destiny.  
Find this, and you shall find your own uncreated Divine Being awaiting your delighted discovery!  
Endure.  We wish you success. 

 
4. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS TARA 

Portal of Aries - The Enchantress 
“A hard choice leads to victory.” 

 
INVOCATION:  I invoke Thee, Tara Star of the Mountain, Light of Truth that shines upon our earth.  
ORACLE: Truth is all powerful through the Cosmos.  Truth neither diminishes nor increases.  It is the 
constant flame within each being, manifesting cosmic law. 
 
Love is present everywhere, and warms the heart of each creature.  It is the life-bringing seed within the 
heart of the lotus, and no creature great or small, receives love in the same way.  And this brings the joy 
of the Arts to glory in the originality of us all, Deities, humans, stars, planets, trees and flowers. 
 
In order to obtain individuality, some there are who incarnate in material planets, and so obtain the rich 
store of experiences that are obtained in no other way.  Others choose the path of perfection, and send 
rays of goodness to help evolving beings, themselves remaining in eternal bliss. 
 
This is the choice.  Either the pilgrim soul chooses to attain Deity through the path of Truth, and so shine 
brightly as a star.  Others, inclined to the way of love, incarnate in myriad forms. 
 
Both ways have success or disaster.  Those who attain Truth may become arrogant, with icy hearts.  
Others, enjoying Love – dissipate themselves into insanity, having lost their Home. 
 
My friends, follow the adorable path of the Arts, treading your way in balance!  You will not convert 
ardent devotees of Truth or Love – but you will provide them with laughter and tears and natural 
happiness.  You find both Star and Mountain! 
 

5. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS HATHOR 
Portal of Taurus - Through Her Veil 

“The immortal Beloved is ever veiled.” 
 
INVOCATION:  I invoke Thee, Hathor, Star of our longing; lost One of our Souls.  Without Thee life is 
dull, worthless, an arid waste-land.  

ORACLE: To draw forth my help, place both your hands over your hearts and say: “My Heart My 
Mother.”  You will feel my warm love within your heart.  But you long to leave your mother, to find your 
heart’s desire.  Lift up your right arm and say : “My Heart My Lover,” but you need more than one, you 
need the All.  So lift up both your arms in a V and say: “My Heart of My Becoming.” So you embrace the 
cosmos which is My Body, for love is the flame of life within all that is. 
Words alone will not bring you love. It is deeds, even the smallest act of kindness.  As you rise to the 
heights of your Spirit, do not lose your way, as so many do, by seeing all below you as of little worth – 
small, ignorant.  I am in all.  To despise even one person, one creature, is to despise Me. I am in the stars, 
but I am also in the clod of earth beneath your feet. Give love and you will receive it.  I give My Blessing! 
 

 
 



6. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS  MORRIGAN 
Portal of Taurus - Tell Me Fair and Tell Me True 

“Dreams are reflections of the Real.” 
 
INVOCATION:  I invoke Thee, Morrigan the Great Enchantress, that we may share with you, your 
Divine Gifts of divination. 
 
ORACLE: Know that all that is Divine is real, and all else is the cast-off snakeskin that once served to 
protect us, but is finally discarded, as you discard your physical bodies.  I come to you as a delightful 
virgin at a ford.  The heroes desire me – yet I wash their clothes of blood – for I am their death.  Others 
find me in embrace with my consort, the Dagda Mor, as we shine in glory across the river of life.  Yet 
greatness fades as kingdoms rise and fall.  Finally you fear me as the Macha, the Crow.  I appear with 
what you dread in old age.  Yet as the Crone I bring you renewed life. 
 
All that you see around you is a reflection of a greater reality.  That which is worthwhile belongs to 
eternity, hence it is not subject to time.  I am the clock with no hands, the sundial that is at night.  With 
me are the boundless territories of space.  There is only one way to overcome your fear of me.  Know me 
in yourself! 

 
7. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS JUNO 

Portal of Gemini - Wheels Within Wheels 
“Have moral courage and you stand alone.” 

 
INVOCATION:  Divine Goddess Juno, Queen of starry constellations and of every atom, bring us to 
your eternal Heaven. 
 
ORACLE: You have enclosed yourselves in the Wells of Persephone of the Piscean era.  In these pools 
you find security in those spiritual dogmas you hold to be safe and possibly true!  But at the end of this 
age of material knowledge, your pools have become stagnant.  You turn to the transient knowledge given 
by exact sciences of your physical world.  Neither received religions nor practical sciences fulfil your 
hunger for spiritual reality. 
 
The onrushing waters of Aquarius, pouring through the Portals of the Stars, terrify many of you!  But 
have courage!  If you dare to stand on your own truth you will discover your Inner Being. And that Being 
is of Deity, and none should trample upon it.  So open up your pools to the Divine Inspiration that comes 
from this new aeon of the Goddess within!  By Her, is the Divine Presence of the God.  Open your circles 
so that they form spirals that open to the starry heavens, and to the reflective planetary realms that you 
fear as your past. 
 
I am the Goddess of the rainbow of communion with all that is.  My rainbow is not closed to any who 
truly seek Me.  My circles are as open as the eyes of My Peacock.  Come!  Join the cosmic dance of the 
spheres, for at last your earth is awakening. 
 

8. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS  MELUSINA 
Portal of Gemini - White Sun; Black Twin 

“Life and death are one to the Eye of Vision.” 
 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Melusina, Bringer in of ecstasy, Bringer in of Death. 
 
ORACLE: Dear friends, without death you would have no life:  without deep sleep you would not 
awaken into greater realms of being.  Around my tree of immortality are My two dragons.  One descends 
its black coils from Divine Reality into the abyss.  The other rises from the abyss into ever increasing 
spheres of Light. 



When these two dragons cross – they flow into a Portal of Non-being.  Through this portal are other 
spheres of Divinity.  Do not fear!  Every dark tunnel you face leads to the Light.  And when you are 
blinded by too much light into false ego – you fall into the dark arms of my death. 
 
You never lose by death bravely endured.  Rather do you gain the discovery of your own Divinity.  For 
time and space are eternal.  You imagine they change, time passes: that space alters.  It is you who pass 
through them!  Your physical reality is only a solidified form of the energy you adore in the shining 
Deities. 
As you wander through the cosmic maze, experiencing the flow of the dragons of duality – in reality you 
are walking in your sleep, discovering your originality, which is your divine Self.  When the time comes 
for you to awaken – you will find you have always been in Heaven!  But do not forget your adventures in 
the realms of delusion.  These give you the fruits of your life’s pilgrimage. 
 

9. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS THEMIS 
Portal of Cancer - The Victory 

“The wise ruler heeds the inner voice.” 
 
INVOCATION: Holy Themis, greater than the great, Voice of the Silence, be with us and with your 
wisdom guide us to prepare for the New Aeon. 
 
ORACLE: You have the voice of wisdom within yourselves if you will but heed it.  Every being, every 
creature, has a fractal of Divine Source.  There is no God, no Goddess, Who has not a Being greater than 
themselves in the Cosmos.  When Divine Guidance is ignored because of limited awareness, the soul is 
cut off from true Being.  More and more outer power is sought because the source of Power is blocked – 
not by the Deities, but by limited egotism. 
 
The more any individual being seeks power for him or herself, this indicates that the person – however 
splendid seeming – is in fact weak.  Those who demand love have lost love within themselves.  
Happiness cannot be found by any outside training or practice, or even outer belief.  Be wise and happy 
now – and this extends throughout your time and space. 
 
My counsel is for you to create your own sacred space, which unites both Heaven and Earth within even 
the corner of a room.  You will find eternity in a butterfly you release from battering itself against your 
window.  As you gain in awareness through contemplation, you will hear my voice through the wind 
and through the flow of water, for you will be heeding your own true Self. 

 
10. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS  KWAN YIN 

Portal of Cancer - Kwan Yin and Her Jade Dragon 
“The shadows of the Deities are manifest on earth.” 

 
INVOCATION: Holy Kwan Yin Who art adored throughout our earth for your mercy and goodness, 
Protectress of the weak, reveal to us the mystery of your Dragon form, that we may know why You are 
divine! 
 
ORACLE: In Heaven I appear as I truly am, naked, Light personified, emerging from the holy darkness 
of Aditi.  When I hear cries of anguish from those who are tortured, whether human or animal on any 
planet, I manifest in changing form appearing.  As I descend the spheres I am clothed in the garments 
bestowed upon Me by suppliants.  Artists portray Me as you would have Me. Finally – when I descend to 
the seventh hell, the planetary plane of good and evil, you only see my shadow.  It is thus with all Deities. 
 
What appears to you as evil and terrifying is in reality over-mastering delusion.  You kill your enemy – 
yet he is not dead – and returns in the cycles of time to destroy you.  All you do, whether good or evil, 
returns to you as you pass from life to life.  On the planetary level of earthly matter, your experiences are 



divided into that which helps you find your true Self and that which opposes your Awakening.  Thus I 
may manifest as a Dragon which destroys evil.  Know that nothing good is lost.  Evil is only what is 
unnecessary, and thus its energy may be transferred for further growth. 
 
In verity Goddess and Dragon are One.  Deities contain Their shadows.  Be whole.  Heaven and Earth are 
One.  I am at your Beginning and at your End. 

 
11. ORACLE OF THE MAGUS ZOROASTER 

Portal of Leo - The Golden Rule 
“The golden rule is to face Truth with courage.” 

 
INVOCATION: Priest of Priests, Zoroaster, Honoured Magus of the Inner Temple of the Divine Light of 
Wisdom, Sacred Brother to Apollo, we seek your guidance. 
 
ORACLE: The teachings of the Magi have been distorted, used as engines of power to cement the 
authority of those with little knowledge.  Facts, the sandaled feet of Truth, have been ignored, in order to 
foster self-gratifying delusions.   
 
Do not glibly quote Prophets, Masters, without yourself sharing the experience given.  Such discourses – 
given as infallible truths – are an easy smokescreen used by those who manipulate the strings of power. 
 
This power comes from the innate fear of poverty, illness and death in every human soul.  Anyone who 
can pander to easy solutions, false promises, may achieve veneration, riches, and above all, power over 
others. 
 
The path of Wisdom is only to accept some “truth” if you yourself in your heart and your mind, know 
this to be true….. 
 
Within every creature is a guiding light, whether this be the instinct of migrating birds, the pollen-
seeking bees, or the orbits of planets.  So my counsel is to follow your own star!  But keep in mind that 
there are myriads of stars, or else you too may lose yourself in soul-destroying delusion. 
 

12. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ALLAT 
Portal of Leo - Hidden Love 

“Love flees from the mighty: She makes Her abode with the humble.” 
 
INVOCATION:  Mighty are the Mothers adored as Kali, Pele, Proserpine and Frigga.  But none are 
greater nor more hidden than Thou, Allat, of the lion’s head, Whose steps shake the earth.  You know the 
secret of every heart, in the depths of earth.  Help us to find love and to hold it. 
 
ORACLE: No true mother wishes to hold her children to her and so stunt their growth.  A wise mother 
desires each of her offspring to show forth their original selves.  Why The Cosmic Mothers conceal 
themselves is so that their progeny may people planets and attain their solar bodies. 
 
Deep within the recesses of My Heart is a living fire that is attuned to the fires within all that is.  This 
living network of flame pervades the cosmos, wherever there is matter.  But know that the living flames 
that show forth as great suns yet emerge from the solemn darkness of the Mothers of The Abyss. 
This darkness fills struggling humanity with terror; yet is the refuge of victims fleeing from those who 
hunt them.  It hides those who suffer torment, and finally provides the enfolding darkness of death.  
Death leads to a greater sphere of being. The Heavenly Father inspires lives to evolve, even through pain 
and wrong-doing.  This must be, yet when a species expands to soul-destroying activities – I call these 
children home.  
 



Do not ignore the Divine Mothers!  Come to Me with good heart, and you will discover My love.  But you 
will return to the Mothers in any case!  That is the Law of Nature – of your becoming. 

13. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS VENUS 
Portal of Virgo - Venus in the Depths 

“To find Venus, look where you have avoided.” 
 
INVOCATION:   Divine Goddess Venus, Bringer of ecstasy, through the love of men and women, 
Mother of all created creatures, secret hope within each lonely heart, give us your Oracle, that we may 
find lost happiness. 
 
ORACLE: You need to face truth with courage: love with humility.  It is easy to adore great Queens, 
shining beauties, delightful singers and dancers.  Yet you may not find the love you seek where you 
desire!  I delight to hide myself: to draw on and then vanish: to mask Myself.   So I am known as the 
Goddess of myriad illusions reflected in the moon.   
 
Yet these very illusions are the stuff of creation.  Each fragment of My Divine Body seeks to return to Me 
by creating heavens round planetary matter.  These dreams you call worlds.  Yet worlds are not earths, 
but rather the very tissue of spiritual longing. 
Those who regard themselves as most pure, have concealed what they deem impure in nightmare 
fantasies that haunt world dreams.  Discarnate entities dwell lost in the phantoms created by themselves, 
suppressed in vain in pursuit of so-called purity.  
 
Return to Me!  I am easily found when you put aside your elaborate list of demands!  For I come 
unexpectedly, and have little use for spiritual arrogance.  Know Me as the laughter loving Venus!  My 
Divine Son is Eros with His arrows of Living Flame. 

14. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS GRAINNE 
Portal of Virgo - Creation Comes From Two 

“Loneliness is hell.  Lovers find heaven.” 
 
INVOCATION: I invoke Thee, Grainne, radiant Goddess of the Inner Sun, that brings life to all that is; 
Grainne of the grains of myriads of beings. 

ORACLE: My Blessings for all creatures are enjoyed by all beings in all planets, when these follow the 
path of Nature. But when a species develops mental powers without love and goodness, contact with My 
inner fire is lost.  Such a race decays without My Life-force.  Every sort of machine is evolved, all avenues 
that relate to the outer shell of form are explored.  But the more so-called enemies – germs – viruses – are 
killed – these return in ever increasing power!  In the end, in many planets, a race dies out, surrounded 
by every conceivable instrument for their health and well-being! 

The present human race has the free-will to destroy itself.  But the rest of engendered creatures are not 
subject to human destiny.  They are in the charge of the Protectors.  These Guardians of life on every 
earth see that one species does not in its advance destroy other vulnerable creatures – whether animal or 
plant or element. 

On your earth we pursue three methods to protect the planet.  Firstly, we educate those humans who can 
commune with us – and so they in turn inform – warn – their fellows.  Secondly, we introduce a new race 
from the old, who have enhanced reverence for all life and the ability to protect the vulnerable.  Thirdly, 
we work through the great Nature Deities to change the formation of the earth itself for good – even to 
alter your earth’s axis. 

I know you expected a sentimental Oracle singing praises of bird and bee!  Instead, receive my warning.  
Return to your appointed task, to be guardians of this earth and all its creatures or you will lose your 
destined way.  In this you will have my gratitude.  My Blessing and My Support. 



15. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAAT 
Portal of Libra - Outspread Wings 

“To rise to the stars you need two wings.” 
 
INVOCATION:   Divine Goddess Maat of the Feather of Truth, raise us to our true being with your 
outspread wings!  Be with us now. 
 ORACLE: The time for the ascent is now.  For long humans have attempted spiritual flight to attain the 
cosmos: and you have fallen.  But each fall has brought you wisdom.  For you have returned to the Holy 
Mother earth, from whom you have been born. 
 
The Holy Mother would have you leave her now, bringing with you Her seeds of love and beauty and 
truth. 
 
You, the human race have been appointed guardians of this lovely earth; but instead, you have despoiled 
it.  Greed, selfishness and stupidity have led to planetary disaster. 
 
You now need to return to the divine realms of the cosmos which encompasses every earth, all stars.  
There, abandoning pride and ambition, you must begin again, this time helped by what you have learnt 
from past experience of many earthly lives. 
 
To fly swiftly, to rise, to extend, to plunge into the depths, you need to have two wings of Love and 
Truth.  Truth is all-powerful:  Love is omni-present.  You will bring harmony, the music of the spheres to 
the earth.  My feather of good judgment is within yourselves. 
 

16. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAYA 
Portal of Libra - The Crystal Skull 

“To see through deception – remove the mask.” 
 
INVOCATION: Holy Maya, Queen of Heaven, Goddess of the encircling stars, help us to attain our true 
selves, free of delusions. 
 
ORACLE: To discover Reality which is all that is, you need to distinguish between the true and the false.  
Great cultures have created inner Mystery Schools where devoted Priesthoods learn to ascend the 
pyramid of Truth and Love to reach the Temple of the Heavens. But when these very civilizations become 
decadent, the Priests lead the corruption, because of their superior knowledge.  Such is this time on your 
threatened planet. 
 
But do not despair!  The very time of the death of one sphere of Being creates the birth of its successor.   
 
Long ago my holy Shamans prophesied the advent of the Fifth World of Spiritual enlightenment, to 
follow the earlier world of materialistic knowledge.  Now is the time to surrender your fears, your 
prejudices, your rejection of new ideas! 
 
When you surrender all that is useless, greedy, foolish, you make way for planetary rebirth.  I have 
returned to be among those who truly call upon me, for I dwell not only in the starry heavens but upon 
every struggling planet on its spiritual path.  Come to Me!  No one is rejected.  Those who have practised 
most evil may attain divinity along with the saintly – for all share My Life. 
 

17. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS BELTIS 
Portal of Scorpio - The Decision 

“The choice is ours.  The Fates weave the outcome.” 
 
INVOCATION:  Divine Goddess Beltis, millions of your devotees in ancient Africa and Troy invoked 



your aid.  In hymns to You they chanted that you fed the hungry with good things, and denied those who 
had excess.  They sang that you saved the poor who were treated cruelly, and brought to justice the rich 
who were tyrants.  Teach us to use both our hands – that we may balance justice with compassion. 
  
ORACLE: I am amused when I see into your minds!  You realise that while millions of men, women and 
children starve – too many of you have an obesity problem!  You have clergy as ministers to your armed 
forces – yet you torture helpless prisoners.  You send thieves to prison – but your financial institutions 
gamble away billions.  Through selfishness, stupidity and greed you are destroying your planet.  You are 
poisoning the air, the earth and the oceans.  You are misusing fire.  You spend millions causing an 
explosion on the moon, and try to make an imitation of what you term “The Big Bang”, which you think 
started creation. 
 
Some of you wisely turn to the Goddess, by whatever name you use, because you need an entirely 
different way of viewing reality.  You may wish to save the earth by rising above this material plane, or 
your vocation may be through active service.  I have two arms, one upraised Heavenwards – the other 
drawing life from the depths. 
 
Whatever you choose, you will fulfil your destiny – to awaken into Eternal Life… 
 

18. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS PELE 
Portal of Scorpio - The Heart of the Matrix 
“To find the Flower of Life – plant the root.” 

 
INVOCATION:  I  invoke thee, Pele, Goddess of Fire!  Yet you temper the scorching volcano with the 
onrushing sea, and so provide lava which brings up fertile islands.  We humans are destroying ourselves, 
our own home, this earth, through exploitation of her sacred Elements.  Tell us, even at this last hour, 
how we may save both ourselves and our planet. 
 
ORACLE: The onrush of Genius enflaming the human psyche is like a tidal wave.  It overwhelms all that 
stands in its way, and shall not be denied!  All that is comes from what is believed, thought and 
imagined.  Mightier minds, greater imagination, control what is upon every planet.  Friends, when you 
feel lifeless, bored, subject to every fluctuation of health and emotion, and are controlled by others, you 
lack Genius! 
 
Animals have this naturally.  They leave an oncoming tidal wave, a volcanic outpouring, by intuition.  
They obey their inner genius. 
 
Only ambitious humans wish to conquer Nature through artificial laws which they claim to be natural, 
but in truth are but the projections of the human intellect. 
 
Have hope and joy!  You have no conception of the glorious life which dawns in you when you awaken 
to your own Genius.  You shall co-create with Deities as you harmonise ether and air, fire, water and 
earth.  You shall add to the creations of your great poets and artists and musicians.  You will have learnt 
the way of living eternally in the sphere around you, and explore the multi-dimensional cosmos. 
 

19. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS PARVATI 
Portal of Sagittarius - The Three Seeds within the Lotus 

“To change the outcome, look within.” 
 
INVOCATION:   I invoke Thee, Holy Lady of the Lotus of Immortality, Who despite all outer tumult 
remains seated entranced by the lotus pool, surveying Thy own reflection in the rippling waters.  Consort 
of the God Siva, Creator, Preserver, Destroyer, be with us now at this time of the death and rebirth of the 
Aeon. 



 ORACLE: In your dreaming is your awakening.  All that you regard as real, shows itself as a delusion, 
shimmering in a pool of desires.  What you have achieved becomes as dust, as passing generations tread 
your creations to drifting sands.  
 
Therefore look for Divine Reality not in the passing play you create to satisfy your longings, but rather 
remain still and all that you hope for will come to you easily, joyfully! 
 
A mother suffers pain in giving birth, and yet is filled with the joy of The Creator when she holds her 
newborn child: so it is with the Deities when you yourselves are reborn and look up at them and smile!  
 
Be still, and you will cause greater rivers to flow, bringing abundance to all.  Play a small tune on a flute 
and you cause mighty trees to grow upon green hills.  For all the world you see around you is created by 
thought, imagination and the passions.  Find your minds, your dreams, your passions within the Divine 
Life hidden in your hearts.  This is the jewel concealed within the heart of My Lotus. 
 

20. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS KALI 
Portal of Sagittarius - Transformation 

“To achieve the whole is to become each part.” 
 
INVOCATION:  Come amongst us, Kali of the four arms that are the sacred elements!  Bring us Thy 
Divine Dance of Life that is ever renewing itself through Love and Joy and Passion!  You, Who even 
trampled upon your Divine Consort Siva, Lord of Passing Time, bring us Eternal Life. 
  
ORACLE: To attain immortality, you need to love life – not with wisdom, nor virtue alone, but with all 
your heart and soul.  The ever-living flame glows as strongly in one snake shedding its skin as it does in a 
mighty God.  Every atom pulsates with life. 

When humans attain their true mission on this earth, eternal life will be achieved, because deeply desired.  
Eternity is not in time.  It is ever NOW. The true task of humanity is to act as interpreters between Gods 
and men: Goddesses and women: Nature Spirits and all living creatures.  Invoke therefore, each one of 
you, your own Guardian Deva or Devi, your Angel, your animal, friend, and unite spirit and matter by 
your participation in both. 
 
So will earth show Herself in Her true eternal Being.  Prithivi, the earth, awaits your transforming touch.  
Call on Me and I shall instruct you in your dreams, dramas.  The dancing Gandarvas and Apsaras will 
come to you, and the souls of your own earthly friends, along with bird, animal, reptile, insect.  Awaken 
into what you are and why you are on earth! 
 

21. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS FORTUNA 
Portal of Capricorn - The Fortune Tellers 

“The spider weaves her web from her own self.” 

INVOCATION: I invoke Thee, the Goddess Fortuna. Some call you Lady Luck of Crete – Others dread 
you as Nemesis! Come to us as Daughter of the Goddess of the Mysteries, Themis, Who whispers 
wisdom into the ear of Jupiter.  

ORACLE: Friends, do not despise fortune-tellers, in their little tents or flats, or recording studios! They 
bravely carry on the mighty tradition of the Sybils, who in turn received divine wisdom from the Fates. 
Even the Gods and Goddesses obey the Fates.  

Around you is spread the panorama of all space. Time is a continuum, only represented in sequence in 
your own journey towards Divine Centre. When you rise above the mighty scenery of the Cosmos, you 
will recognise all your many adventures through many lives. Faced with the Cosmos, you feel so small!  



You are loved because you are small! You, each of you have an original genius born of the Divine 
Mothers. These bring forth all that is. The Fates weave the pattern of Life, in which all play a part. As well 
as being Transcendent Deities, the Fates are yourselves. So treat the daughters of Fortuna, Her fortune-
tellers, with respect. They cannot give inevitable predictions for We may change Our Minds! But they can 
make your lives a glorious adventure, relating you to many-coloured stars of the zodiac. 

22. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ASTRAEA 
Portal of Capricorn - A New Judge Has Come 
“Use the law as a handrail, not hand-cuffs.” 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Astraea! At the end of the Golden Age, when evil prevailed over 
good, it is written that you, Goddess of Justice Herself, left earth and with your mighty wings returned to 
the stars. Come back to us Divine Astraea, and teach us the difference between good and evil, truth and 
lies.  
ORACLE: Dear children, do not blame yourselves for following the old ways hallowed by centuries of 
tradition both priestly and tribal. This was part of your learning. I did not veil myself, with my fellow 
Deities, because we despised your ways, but because we wished you to discover Truth in Her many 
aspects. Your priesthood explored well the mysterious realms of the psyche: your tribal chiefs learnt to 
bring codes of law to preserve law and order.  
 
Sometimes we Olympians sent Avatars to introduce a new way; the way of love through understanding: 
truth through courageously facing scientific fact. Remember, humble facts are the sandaled feet of the 
loftiest Deity – the necessary feet of clay, the earth.  
 
Now rejoice that you call upon us because you are ready to receive us! We do not rule obedient followers. 
We work in harmony with those who think, act and feel for themselves – the inner Self which is within 
each of you, within all that is. I do not return – because I never left! I was always there for those who 
could find me. Be of their number! 
 

23. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS CERIDWEN 
Portal of Aquarius - The Cosmic Cauldron 
“Face your fear and it becomes your shield.” 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Ceridwen – of the Cauldron of Creation. We, who face rebirth, call 
to Her Who from Her Depths brings forth new life.  
 
ORACLE: You face with fear and disbelief the mighty black abyss that reigns within the heart of your 
Milky Way Galaxy. Yet each one of you is born from the abyss which lies within the body of the humblest 
mother on earth – a cat – a reptile – a caterpillar! You think of heights and depths, greatness and 
smallness, light and darkness, past and present, caught up in the duality that divides you from the All.  
 
Know that there are no divisions, no heights, no depths, no greatnesses, no smallness within Divine 
Reality. Love glows as warmly in a mighty star as in the heart of a rose. Truth shines clearly in the eyes of 
a snake as in the gaze of a God.  
 
Look for quality, not quantity. Then you will discover that there is no difference between the old and the 
new, past and present. If you wish to know the future, remember what did happen! For all rotate in My 
Cauldron that bestows Inspiration, Prophecy and evolutionary shape-shifting. Love yourself and you will 
love others. All are One. 
 

 
 
 



24. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS DANA 
Portal of Aquarius - The Goddess of Aquarius is Here 

“The art of magic is to transform evil into Good.” 

INVOCATION: There are two spirals of the life flow: that which descends, and that which rises. To pit 
these two against each other is the way of madness, for in verity they are One, coiled around a central 
axis. But to the Awakened, this axis is a single point, that pierces all spheres, and the two spirals form an 
ever-renewing circle. To undertake the magical work of union, we need to invoke the Goddess Dana, 
Who is Mother, Mystic, Omnipresent.  

ORACLE: Place yourself in the centre of Divine Reality and you are immortal! You only die because you 
lose connection with the Holy Being that you derive from the Mother of All. Blessed by the life-giving 
energy of the Divine Father, the Mother expresses Herself in as many ways as there are beings. I speak to 
you on behalf of Deities Who take the Name of Mother, in manifold religions.  

Without one single atom, the Body of the Cosmic Goddess is incomplete. Deity manifests itself in minute 
details not through numbers. Numbers give you the outer assessment: it is the soul that shows forth each 
individual Spirit. There are many Families of Beings. Angels do not incarnate in physical form. Only very 
few creatures have the courage to do so! You are each of you very brave! You accept painful challenges, 
frightening evil, so that great Good can come through such ordeals.  

Have no fear! All are saved, not through virtue alone but through Divine Love that rejects none: accepts 
all. 
 

25. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS NUIT 
Portal of Pisces - The Dark Goddess of a Myriad Stars 

“To take all is to lose all.  To give all is to gain all.” 

INVOCATION: To face the nature of the Universe in its perfection, you need to receive the Oracle of the 
Goddess Nuit. I invoke the Goddess of our Milky Way Galaxy, the Goddess Nuit.  Thou Whose Divine 
Body is composed of the blackness of space, yet is resplendent with constellations, receive our prayer to 
awaken into our true being. 
 
ORACLE: To know your Self is to find that you are an eternal offspring of My Body.  Within each 
creature, whether Deity or mouse, I express a unique part of My Self.  When you honour yourself – you 
honour others and you bring love and joy to My Heart. You tremble when you think of death as a final 
end to yourself.  But this is impossible, because as part of Myself you also are eternal! 
 
But I have compassion for your sorrows and fears, which result in violence, cruelty and stupidity.  So 
come to Me not only on ceremonial occasions, but every day, and especially every night.  You will find 
Me in the love of your friends and family, and when you care for those you hate or fear.  For in Me are no 
enemies. 
 
Within the Divine Aura that surrounds Me, evil does not exist.  Your sufferings are part of your learning.  
Find the Divine wherever you recognise it, in the Arts, in love, in a widening consciousness.  So will you 
walk both in the darkness and in the light:  in truth and love:  in vision and adventure.  You will have 
grown up at last! 
 

26. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS TARA 
Portal of Pisces - The Concourse of Prophets 

“To create the future, the prophet rises above Space and Time.” 
 
INVOCATION: Seekers for the Mysteries of Alchemy, Time does not pass from your birth to death.  
Rather space and time form the area through which you travel:  the Alchemical Labyrinth is where you 



transmute evil to good, that you may grow in true Being.  In order to understand this mystery, you need 
to harken to the Oracle of the Goddess Tara.  Tara was known to the Ancient Egyptians as Taur, Keeper 
of the Tablets of Fate.  Origin of the Torah and the Tarot, She presides as a Star over the four Sacred 
Mountains of the Asian continent, and holds the Stone of Destiny on the holy mounds of the Celtic Races. 
  
ORACLE: Occasionally, Those you call Deities – Prophets – Teachers, give seekers a sudden experience of 
Divine Reality, which includes all time, all space, all dimensions. Too often such divine disclosure has led 
to fanaticism, when the recipients claim exclusive revelations, and threaten destruction to those who take 
some other path. 
 
Yet all such mystical revelations, however varied, come from the same Divine Source.  The manifestation 
takes myriad forms, adjusted to the degree of development of the receiver.  Branded as heretic, saint, 
lunatic, genius, such mystics find themselves either adored or reviled. 
 
Now is the time when an influx of new spiritual incarnations gives companionship, guidance and advice 
to reborn psychics.  What gifts do such new angelic visitants bring?  Sanity, enjoyment of other 
companions, tolerance, above all humour.  To laugh at others is clever.  To laugh at oneself is a first fruit 
of Divine Awakening . . . 
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